Case study - Particle X TC

The real reason why the automotive industry needs
technical cleanliness analysis
Quality control or process monitoring?
When manufacturing a complex mechanical machine, it is
crucial that every single component adheres to the highest
quality standard and always behaves as expected. However,
guaranteeing high quality is sometimes a harsh challenge that
requires substantial investments and engineering.
To minimize the waste and improve factories’ productivity,
quality control has evolved from a verification step at the end of
production to an active inspection of the environmental causes
of the failure of certain components. This approach goes by the
name of process monitoring and it includes a series of activities
aimed at preventing the manufacturing of parts that would not
comply with the quality standards.

Particles in manufacturing: A quality
engineering nightmare
One of the most common inspections performed to guarantee
high component quality is the technical cleanliness analysis.
This is performed according to the ISO 16232 or the VDA 19
(for the German market) and it consists of inspection of the
manufactured components for the presence of
contaminating particles.

This analysis consists of three phases:
1. The part(s) is extracted from the production site and
washed in a technical part washer using organic solvents to
ensure that everything is removed from the sample.
2. The water containing the contaminants is filtered to capture
all the particles on a filter (usually nylon or nitrocellulose,
47 mm in diameter).
3. The filter is then prepared for analysis and scanned
with a series of instruments to determine the amount of
contaminants.
The contaminants are then analyzed and compared with
acceptance thresholds that determine whether any kind of
maintenance intervention inside the factory is needed to avoid
producing parts that would later be scrapped because they do
not adhere to the required quality standard.

The user’s reasons for deciding to do technical
cleanliness analysis
Mr. Nobuhito Fukasawa, Chief Engineer, directs the
manufacturing operations at a large company in Japan
that manufactures air conditioning systems for automotive
applications. His team has implemented a Thermo Scientific™
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his team, and Mr. Fukasawa kindly shared his insights.
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particles with high hardness has a negative impact on the
correct and expected lifetime-functioning of their components.
“Small particles can jam the movement of components when
entering the clearance between parts,” he mentioned as one of
the many negative effects that contaminants in the production
environment may have.

This preventive approach helped Mr. Fukasawa’s team increase
their productivity and, at the same time, reduce the amount
of scrap parts, saving costs and reducing their environmental
impact by saving raw materials. “We have quickly reached our
return [on] investment thanks to the speed of the analysis,” said
Mr. Fukasawa. Making critical information available quickly is
crucial to timely intervention on the production line.
“The systems are running even more than 20 hours a day,” he
explained. “And we plan on using it in the manufacturing of
new components,” which will reduce the time-to-market for the

Figure 1. The image of an Al2O3 particle and its EDS spectrum. Phenom
ParticleX uses these information to characterize the particle chemical
composition and its morphology.

The user’s growing experience with
technical cleanliness
Mr. Fukasawa’s team was not new to technical cleanliness
analysis. “We used to analyze the weight of contamination [with
gravimetric analysis] and count the number of particles [with an
optical microscope],” Mr. Fukasawa said when describing the
challenging task facing his team.
With the introduction of an SEM and EDS, “We can now

company’s new product line.
The relationship between Mr. Fukasawa’s team and Thermo
Fisher Scientific has grown a lot in the last two years, and
the results of the cooperation between the companies led to
an increase in the cleanliness grade that his company could
achieve and certify for their manufacturing. Thanks to the
constantly improved Phenom ParticleX Desktop SEM + EDX,
which is now the fastest particle analyzer in the market for
technical cleanliness, and the one with the highest repeatability,
has resulted in more precise materials analysis and faster timeto-market for Mr. Fukasawa’s team.

investigate the presence of smaller particles, as well as
distinguish particles with high hardness, which have a severely
negative impact on the product performance.”
Hard particles, such as Al2O3, SiC, SiO2, and glasses are
among the most dangerous contaminants, as they are more
prone to creating scratches on surfaces or jamming moving
components. The challenge with keeping such materials under
control is that some of them have high transparency or low
contrast (compared to the filter), and they cannot be detected
with optical microscopes.
The SEM with EDX automated solution allows users to identify
every contaminant and to extract their chemical composition,
which then translates to which materials the particles are made
of. This allows Mr. Fukasawa’s team to precisely monitor the

Figure 2. An example of the reporting capabilities of Phenom ParticleX
where the particles are sorted by chemical composition and size
distribution. The different color separate the particles by hardness. Glass,
silicon carbide, aluminum oxide and silicon oxide are among the hardest
materials commonly present on the production floor.

number of hard particles collected in the washing process.
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